
Marriage Mentoring
The following chart presents the concept of a Marriage Mentoring program. At the last 
premarital session the counselor can recruit the couple to participate in a program of 
this nature during the first year of their marriage. Obviously it means that mentors 
must be recruited and trained to offer this service.

Module Content
Components of a 
mentoring 
program

The content of each module

What is marriage 
mentoring?

Marriage mentoring consists in couples that have been 
experiencing a successful marriage intentionally developing 
a relationship with newly married couples. You could think of 
them as surrogate parents, as coaches, the wise barber or 
hair stylist. 

These relationships can be assigned and developed through 
strategically placing mentors in young adult SS classes or 
some other informal/formal arrangement. However, in this 
program we are asking couples to work with couples. The 
counseling office will recruit and assign couples.

Are you qualified to be a 
mentor?

What does it take to be a mentor? First of all it takes a vital 
relationship with Jesus Christ. Second, it takes a vital 
relationship with one’s mate. Third, it takes some basic 
communication skills (“able to teach” concept of Timothy). 
Fourth, it takes a commitment of time. Fifth, it takes a 
commitment to confidentiality.

Preparation to be a 
mentor

A basic Bible knowledge on Christian living and marriage 
issues.

Reading of several key books—to be chosen by the Director 
of the Marriage Mentoring Program.

Attendance at a training seminar (usually two-sessions or a 
half day event at which skills and tools will be discussed.

Couples own marriages as a model (self-disclosure).



Common Issues involved 
in mentoring

Lack of knowledge about biblical marriage

Role confusion and frustration

Sexual dissatisfaction

Communication difficulties

Scheduling time together

Affection and attention desires

Finances
A structure for mentoringInformal: set up a schedule to have couple over for dinner 

(on occasion you may go out after church or to dinner), but 
we prefer in-home visits. Should be once a month or 6 weeks 
for one year.

Formal: set up a time to meet to specifically talk to about 
marriage or to do a workbook study on marriage (but be sure 
to allow for informal exchange if you choose this approach).

Mates of same sex should meet periodically. Could be over 
lunch, play golf or tennis or some other activity with 
occasion to talk. You get a read here that you may not get in 
couple time.

Request that at least twice in the year the metorees invite the 
mentor couple to their abode for a meal and evening 
together.


